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About This Game

Confrontation Of Flies and Humans

You work as a waiter and lead an uphill battle for your clients. You pushing back the flies from the food, otherwise you'll never
get anything. Maybe are you a hungry insect trying to increase your population? Choose the opposing side. The war is already

underway.

Features

 Up to 10 flies vs. 1 person

 Various weapons to fight the flies

 The growth of flies to a giant size

 Try yourself in the role of waiter
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The music of this series is astonishingly good!. I enjoyed Chapter 2 even more than Chapter 1, although there were a few extra
typos especially toward the end.
If you enjoy visual novels, especially if steampunk-dystopia appeals as a setting, this is worth a read. (Note that my playing time
is much higher than actual game time, as usual.)

The addition of semi-sort-of hidden object scenes (a handful of them) was a bit odd, and in retrospect I hope that they were
intended to be "interactive" more than actual HO puzzle scenes, since they were easy and a little distracting. On the other hand,
had the scenes been a little better crafted, they might have worked. My own sense is that they should have stuck with the picture
puzzle woodblock games, which are quiet, relaxing, and already part of the overarching story. I like HO scenes, and with care,
they could add them as a feature. However, until \/ unless better developed, I'm not sold on the addition.

Overall, a good game, and I found it worth the price of admission, although I got both chapters on sale. The art and story in
Chapter 2 is better than in Chapter 1. I agree with the reviewer who commented that a strong editor would have helped the
dialogue, but it didn't bother me enough not to recommend the game (even though editing is my own forte). A last note: I'm
enjoying getting to know the characters a bit better!. Lagging like hell, takes up the 30 minutes to start after white screen bug.
The dev sais he cant fix it so refund it (thx a lot).

Totally not recommended!. I played the original free version a long time ago on Yoyo games and was an excellent game. This
version expands the original version with many improvements, new modes and music. On writing this review I have played
through the majority of the classic mode and briefly tried out most of the modes. There has been clearly a lot of time and love
put into this game as it is highly polished and well featured. The graphics are very nice - in particular I like the animated
backgrounds that are very colourful.

The game begins with a tutorial introducing you to the basic mechanics and teaching you the basics. The tutorial gives you just
enough information to allow you to solve any puzzle given enough time but it is up to you to figure out further tricks to cut
down the time. As you play the game introduces new bomb types that very the rules and keep things fresh forcing you to take
different approaches. The only type I didn't like was the Oxidation which I felt was just plain unfair as it essentially acted as an
unfairly short timer until you essentially start again leading me to frequently guess the last couple of pistons due to lack of time
making passing those levels down to sheer dumb luck. The campaign also features "bosses" in the form of nuke bombs which
are very tense and put you on edge. So far very enjoyable!

The game also features a level editor allowing creation and sharing of custom levels with a high level of customisation allowing
selection of bomb types, layout, and other bomb parameters. It also feature an arcade style mode with the aim to get a high
score, a puzzle mode with fixed beams, an endurance mode with a giant bomb, and even a pretend coop mode. These provide an
excellent diversion from the main campaign and further replay value when you have become familiar with the game play.

Overall it is a highly enjoyable game with solid mechanics and well worth playing. I recommend to anyone who enjoys fast
paced puzzle games who don't mind being under pressure from a timer.. Who could fail to love the elegance and glamour of the
world's most famous locomotive. 'Flying Scotsman' looks and works superbly in this rendition for Train Simulator. Coming with
a variety of liveries and a selection of appropriate Mk1s, this locomtive is perfect for those planning a steam rail tour or those
who have dreamed of being in the cab of 'Flying Scotsman' easing back on her regulator to take her out of King's Cross on the
non-stop to Edinburgh. Performance is as good as the 'A4s' both braking and acceleration wise, although top speed is obviously
less than 'Mallard's' 126.4mph. Nevertheless, 94.8mph was attained on ECML King's Cross-Peterborough with 1 tender and 7
Mk1s, so her record of 100mph is quite probably attainable. Thoroughly recommended to all steam lovers\/enthusiasts as one of
the best steam locomotive purchases available with Train Simulator. Enjoy!. This game is censored, and incomplete. It's
definitely not worth the financial investment.. The game has alot of potential, this game requires practice to become better and
better over 2 hours I have managed to beat amature and aim to beat sem-pro soon. Freeplay is good for practice with best of
3\/5 being the most fun as long as this game gets continuious development it could be the best tennis game out there for now its
good fun for \u00a35
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It is not porn. Even with the patch it would not register as porn in my opinion but it also is not for children as it has some nudity
and sexual content. It is a somewhat comical story of a young man tasked with getting 3 neurotic artists to work. I give it a
positive rating because 2 of the artists are very memorable. I did not expect that from a visual novel. If you put the Bounce
series of V.N.'s on one end of the spectrum this is on the other end. As far as I can tell the only decision that matters in the game
is the last one. There is an effort to add some erotic content toward the end but it felt "tacked on." So if you are looking for porn
or eroticism keep looking but if you want a well written funny story this may be for you.. Don't spend money on this. There is
absolutely no reason to spend even one precious second on it. Value your life! Heed my warning! Flee!.
\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. Despite its brain-melting puzzle and breath-taking scenery, only 1 hour of gameplay (including
DLC, which is full of glitches that somehow slipped through) doesn't make me want to try this game again, even just to unlock
all the achievements.

I'd suggest getting this game on sale. I got it from my gaming website to write review so I didn't have to pay for it, but still,
$9.99 is a price you should consider for 1 hour of working your brain on full power to solve all its puzzles.. Doesn't even launch.
Should be removed from steam. So I bought this game after having been drawn to it by the retro look (those tilesets are freaking
brilliant, particularly the ZZT-esque "Sweeney" one) and the obvious Boulderdash-ish puzzle nature of the game.

I had exactly one issue pop up that was a problem, but the dev very quickly pointed out how to fix it; seems like the helpful sort
of developer that actually cares enough to stick around and assist if needed, as opposed to some devs that just drop the game,
and vanish into the ether... so that's a plus right there.

But after that, smooth sailing so far, and I was able to get into the meat of the game.

Now the game is labeled as an "arcade" style game in the description, but this definitely is heavily focused on the puzzle aspect.
Figuring out just how to manipulate all of those boulders and such in order to get to where you want to go is a huge part of the
game. Most of the time, you can approach this at your own pace, and stop and think if you need to. You dont need to rush. And
there are some gizmos you can buy that'll allow you to further manipulate the level in order to dig deeper, as sometimes the
rocks will be piled up in such a way that you cant get by them by just pushing them or digging. Learning to use these is an
important part of the game, and it surprised me as to just how much they add to it. Though I havent tried all of them yet.

There are though also some areas that will contain monsters... as you can probably guess, you dont want to touch these. In those
situations, you might have to be ready to move quickly, so you cant ALWAYS proceed at a slow pace. You can take these guys
out by dropping rocks on them, or use the laser gun, or you can try to block them into secluded areas. Whatever you do, they are
definitely a threat, so you need to be careful around them.

Which brings me to the other bit: The game is PUNISHING. This is a permadeath game. You die, that's it, you lose.... no saving
and reloading or any of that nonsense. There IS a way to buy extra lives (called "drones" in-game), but they're very expensive,
and you dont start out with any of them. Most of the time, you get crushed by a boulder or something like that, and BAM, that's
it, you're gone. One hit KO! And you will die.... over and over and over. It's not uncommon to have a run that lasts like, 30
seconds. Or to have one where you're deep in there, you've been going at it for an hour, going for the big points\/money and
then.... BAM, made a mistake, and rocks happened, and.... yeah, that's it. There IS an "easy" mode, which I think does things a
bit differently (havent tried it myself) but the game is really designed to be played in the normal way. It definitely seems
targeted towards the sort of player that enjoys things like roguelikes, or games like Spelunky with brutal difficulty, quick deaths,
and having to start from the very beginning if you lose.

And what really makes things interesting is that there's a definite "greed" aspect to the game. This one really seems to be
designed to be played for a high score... get as much money as you can before finishing (and of course there's a scoreboard to
record your best scores, and there are "daily" runs to do as well). ALL THE TIME, the game will be taunting you with shiny
things that you definitely want, but that are in dangerous places, or areas that are hard to get to, or that appear downright
inaccessible. And so you'll go after these things (possibly with some equipment in hand), and you'll take the risk because you
want the shiny things, and.... BAM! Oops, you're dead. But it's very satisfying to successfully get tons of things out of a
dangerous area, particularly as you go deeper and deeper into the quarries.

The screenshots in the store show what looks like just a single room\/screen\/board\/whatever, but there's actually alot of them,
and you'll have access to a bunch of them right from the start (by running off to the left or right at the top). And there'll be
passages that can then lead downwards into even more areas, provided you find a way to get there while not being dead. So
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there's a ton of places to explore, and it's all randomly generated.

All in all, I'm so far very much enjoying this one. I'm probably going to be playing this one pretty frequently... it's definitely my
sort of game. It wont be for everyone, as the difficulty will definitely turn some people away... but if you like the sorts of games
that I do, if you like a challenge, and so on.... then definitely buy this one. Highly recommended and a very pleasant surprise to
suddenly find on Steam.. b-class horror game.
-gather notes to learn story
-some puzzles
-the monster is kinda meh.
-ending is just front page of newspaper. NEPTUNIA COSTUMES

MUST BUY FOR ANYONE WITH GOOD TASTE. poppo po po. Jogo leve e divertido. Inovador a cada puzzle.
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